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ABSTRACT

I An analysis of available information on enrichment technology,
separative work supply and demand, and SWU cost is presented in
this volume.

| Estimates of present and future enrichment costs are provided
for use in strategy analyses of alternate nuclear fuel cycles

, and systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Preliminary studies performed by Ontario Hydro ' ' indicate
that a Low-Enriched-Uranium (LEU) fuel cycle in CANDU power
reactors is competitive with the natural CANDU cycle at current
uranium prices. As uranium prices rise, the LEU fuel cycle
will have an increasing economic advantage over the natural
uranium cycle.

The preceeding findings were based upon certain assumptions
with respect to cost and availability of enrichment services.
These assumptions are refined in this report, to facilitate
more detailed analyses to confirm (or modify) the preliminary
conclusions. A broad overview of the enrichment industry is
also presented, to familiarize the reader with unique features
of this toll-service industry.

The report is issued in two volumes. The first volume contains
the analysis, and the recommended input values for strategy
studies. The second volume documents in-house calculations
performed in support of the present analysis. This latter
document is not distributed generally, because it is not of
interest to many of the readers. However, it can be obtained
from the author upon request.

References, figures and tables are presented at the end of each
section or appendix.
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2. SUMMARY: Input Parameters For Strategy Analyses

World trends in the uranium enrichment industry are evaluated
in this report, and interpreted as input parameters for
strategy analyses below.

The present analysis is based on published data which, because
of the strategically, and commercially, sensitive nature of the
enrichment industry, is often fragmentary and/or contradictory.
To gain a more complete understanding of the enrichment
industry, it would be necessary to initiate commercial
discussions with enrichment suppliers and/or to undertake at
least a modest domestic research and development program. In
either case, federal and provincial governments need to be
involved, to open channels of communication with supplier
governments through which sensitive information can be
obtained, to establish a frame of reference for any domestic
programs, and to establish regulatory criteria for
import/export of enriched uranium. It appears that Canada
would not find it unduly difficult to purchase foreign
enrichment servies. Canada could probably also enter into a
joint venture with a foreign supplier to produce enriched
uranium on its own soil.

This study deals with "average" world trends that may not be
entirely applicable to a Canadian situation. For example, no
attempt was made to analyse specific contractual arrangements
of enrichment supply and their economic and political
implicatons.

A number of speculative judgements could not be avoided in the
present study, especially in the analysis of future
technological trends and costs. The results are not
sufficiently accurate for detailed financial planning, but are
considered to be sufficiently representative of the world
trends for the purposes of long-term strategy analysis of
alternate fuel cycles.

2.1 Cost of Uranium Feed

The feed material for an enrichment plant is uranium
hexafluoride (UFg). The cost of this material includes:

o Cost of natural uranium
o Cost of refining and conversion to UF6
o Inventory and transportation charges

The cost of natural uranium has been evaluated elsewhere as a
function of time and installed nuclear capacity growth rate'-"-) .
Table 2.1 summarizes price trends of mined uranium (extracted
from Reference 1).

The cost of refining mined uranium, and its conversion to UF6,
was previously estimated to be about $4/kgU in 1978, Canadian
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dollars(2). More recent information indicates that the actual
cost is somewhat higher, close to $6/kgU on the same dollar
basis(3> . This latter value should be used in Ontario Hydro's
strategy analyses.

Inventory and transportation charges depend on the particular
circumstances of a given scenario (ie. delay times,
transportation distances, inventory volume, etc.). It is
believed that a surcharge of 3% applied to the unit cost of
mined uranium will cover these costs for most of the scenarios
considered in Ontario Hydro's strategy analyses.

Hence, the cost of feed can be derived as follows:

Cp = 1.03 Cu + Cc

where Cp = cost of UF6 feed ($/kgU)
Cy = cost of mined uranium from Table 2.1 ($/kgU)
Cc - cost of conversion = 6$/kgU

2.2 Cost of Separative Work

Worldwide trends in SWU costs are evaluated in Section 5 of
this report. These trends are interpreted for use in Ontario
Hydro's strategy analyses in Table 2.2.

The interpretation uses the following fundamental assumptions:

o Enrichment technology evolves in harmony with the demand
for enrichment services. If there is a slow, or
declining, penetration of nuclear power into the energy
market ("low nuclear growth") there will be a low demand
for enrichment services. The investment risk will then be
high, and the research and development effort directed to
advanced enrichment methods will be low. This will result
in slow penetration of cost-saving technologies into the
enrichment industry and thus in a relatively high cost of
separative work. The opposite is true for a high SWU
demand (corresponding to a "high nuclear growth").

o SWU prices will continue to be related to the production
costs. This implies that a sufficient trade in enrichment
services will exist in the world to constitute a "free
market".

o The long term exchange rate is 0.93 US dollars to 1.00
Canadian dollar^).

Should the cost of separative work become a governing variable
in the choice of fuel cycle, a sensitivity analysis should be
performed within ranges recommended in Table 2.2. These
sensitivity ranges represent subjective judgement about the
likelihood of SWU prices deviating from the recommended values.
For example, a sensitivity range from +10% to -40% is

- 4 -



• recommended for the "low nuclear growth", in the next century.
This reflects the author's belief that the SWU price is more

I likely to be significantly below the reference value, than
above it.

I 2.3 Tails Assay

The content of 235^ i n the waste stream of an enrichment plant

|
(ie. the "tails assay") is an operating variable that
determines the amount of feed, as well as the amount of
separative work, required to produce a unit quantity of

( enriched product. If the tails assay is high, more feed and
less SWU's are needed to yield a given product. For a low
tails assay, more SWU's and less feed are used. An optimum

I tails assay is such that the product cost is minimum, for given
feed and separative work costs.

Appendix B of this report examines the relationship between the

( optimum tails assay (xo, %
 2 3 5 U ) , the cost of feed (C_, $/kgU)

and the cost of separative work (Cgwu, $/SWU) . It is shown
that the optimum tails assay can be expressed as a function of

I the ratio of the feed cost to the SWU cost, viz:

c -0.6455
A 1 (I 4 II / *

XO

I
I

For the purpose of strategy analyses, it can be assumed that
the operating tails in the enrichment industry will be close to
the optimum. Table 2.3 shows the numerical values of C F / C S W U

and x Q as a function of time (derived from estimates of Cp and
<:„„„ in Sections 2.1 and 2.2).
DnU

For the "low nuclear growth", the weight content of ^^5u in the
tails(tails assay) only decreases slowly with time. This is
because the worldwide demand for enriched fuel is low,
resulting in depressed prices for mined uranium and high prices
for separative work. The tails assay decreases rapidly in the
"high nuclear growth" scenario. Here, the large demand for
fuel increases the price of mined uranium, while the high
volume of business, and rapid development of advanced
technologies, reduces the cost of separative work.

Appendix B also shows that, for low enrichment levels, the
total cost of enriched product is not very sensitive to the
tails assay. It is, therefore, possible to use a single
constant value of tails assay for each of the growth scenarios
considered, without introducing a significant error. These
single values are given in Table 2.3.

- 5 -
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2.4 Delay in Enrichment Process

No detailed analysis of this subject has been performed. Based
on fragmentary information from various sources, the following
values are suggested.

refining and conversion 4 months
enrichment 6 months
miscellaneous 2 months

TOTAL DELAY 1 year

2.5 Loss of Material in Enrichment Process

I Again, no detailed analysis of this subject has been performed.
It appears from the available data that the bulk of losses

I occurs in the conversion process. Losses in enrichment plants
are reported to be lower than 0.1SS(5). The following (probably
conservative) values are recommended for strategy analyses.

I refining and conversion 0.595
enrichment 0.155
miscellaneous 0.1 %

TOTAL LOSS 0.755

I
I
I
I
1

i
I
I
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TABLE 2.1

MINED URANIUM PRICES:

Recommended Input Values for Ontario Hydro's Strategy Analyses
(1978 Canadian dollars)

i

oo
i

Year

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

After
2040

Price
$/kgU

107

130

150

160

165

165

Low Nuclear

Escalation
JS/Annum

Growth

Recommended
Sensitivity

Range

actual contracts

2.6

2.0

1.4

0.7

0.3

0.0

0.0

96-118

110-150

121-178

123-197

121-210

115-215

Price
$/kgU

115

150

180

210

245

290

Base Nuclear

Escalation
ft/Annum

Growth ,
/

Recommended
Sensitivity

Range

actual contracts

4.1

2.7

1.8

1.8

1.6

1.7

1.5

103-127

127-178

146-214

162-258

180-312

203-377

Price
$/kgU

125

195

280

370

465

575

High Nuclear

Escalation
ft/Annum

Growth

Recommended
Sensitivity

Range

actual contracts

5.9

4.5

3.7

2.8

2.3

2,1

2.0

113-137

166-224

227-333

285-455

342-592

488-748



TABLE 2.2

SEPARATIVE WORK COST:

Reconunended Input Values for Ontario Hydro's Strategy Analyses
(1978 Canadian Dollars)

Year

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

From
2040

LOW NUCLEAR GROWTH

Price
$/swu

130

140

150

140

130

120

110

Sensitivity
Range

+ 10JS, -2055

+ 1055, -2555

+ 1056, -305?

+ 1 0 * , -3555

+1055, -4055

+ 10K, -4055

+1055, -4055

BASE NUCLEAR GROWTH

Price
$/swu

110

115

120

110

100

90

80

Sensit ivity
Range

±20*

±20!?

±2555

±2555

±3055

±3055

±3055

HIGH NUCLEAR GROWTH

Prd/ce
$/'J5WU

/ 90

90

90

80

70

65

55

Sensit ivity
Range

+3055, -10*

+3555, -1055

+4055, -1055

+4055, -1055

+4055, -1055

+4055, -1055

+4055, - 10%
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TABLE 2.3

OPERATING TAILS OP ENRICHMENT PLANTS:

Recommended Input Values for Ontario Hydro's Strategy Analyses

YEAR

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

From
2040

LOW NUCLEAR

CF/CSWU

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.6

%

GROWTH

xo

u 2 3 5

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.21

0.20

0.19

0.18

BASE NUCLEAR

CF/CSWU

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.5

2.2

2.9

3.8

GROWTH

XO

* u 2 3 5

0.25

0.21

0.20

0.19

0.15

0.13

0.11

HIGK NUCLEAR

CF/CSWU

1.0

1 .5

2.3

3.7

5.5

7.5

10.0

5

GROWTH

XO

5 U 2 3 5

0.25

0.19

0.15

0.11

0.08

0.07

0.05

Single value of tails:

Low Nuclear Growth

Base Nuclear Growth

High Nuclear Growth

x o * 0.2055 U

x o =* 0.1555 U'

235

235

si. 0.10JS U 2 3 5

- 10 -



3. TECHNOLOGY

A list of isotope separation methods that are being considered
for commercial enrichment of uranium is presented in Table 3.1.

At the moment, only the gaseous diffusion technology can be
regarded as being firmly established from an industrial
point-of-view. Three other processes are sufficiently advanced
to be classified as "current separation technology", and are on
the verge of commercialization. These are the gas centrifuge
process and two variants of the aerodynamic separation method:
the Becker separation nozzle and the South African helikon
process.

Several processes are under development (see Table 3.1). None
of these processes has the current capability of producing
kilogram quantities of enriched uraniumd). However, rapid
advances are expected in some of these developing technologies
in the next decade.

Economic, proliferation risk, and security-of-supply
considerations are likely to be the major factors influencing
the future course of the uranium enrichment industry and its
dissemination throughout the world. An overview of the
economic factors is presented in Table 3.2 U»2,3) f ip̂ g
security-of-supply considerations, and the proliferation
concerns, are specific to each individual country and thus
cannot be reviewed in a tabular form.

It appears that the gas centrifuge process and the laser
separation processes offer the largest economic incentives.
The centrifuge process, in particular, could provide up to 3095
unit cost saving, in comparison to the gaseous diffusion
process, when it is fully implemented in a large scale
plant . The economics of laser processes are still very
uncertain, however, a potential exists for further significant
cost reductions.

Proliferation and security-of-supply concerns may lead to the
commercialization of aerodynamic or chemical exchange
processes. These latter technologies may not offer the same
economic incentives as centrifuges or lasers, however, they
will be competitive with gaseous diffusion; their worldwide
marketing could be much simpler, and they do not require a
highly developed industrial superstructure. Hence, these
processes may be attractive for developing countries which
desire an independent supply of nuclear fuel.

The individual uranium enrichment processes and their present
"state-of-the-art" are outlined below.

- 11 -
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3.1 The Gaseous Diffusion Process*4'5'6'7*

I In this process, the gaseous UFg feed is forced through a
diffusion membrane which has holes smaller than the mean free
path of the gas. Because of its slightly greater mobility, the

( lighter 235uPg component flows preferentially through the
barrier (see Figure 3.1).

I The separation efficiency of the diffusion process is a
function of the square root of the ratio of the masses of the
gas molecules. For uranium hexafluoride, the square root of

I the ratio is 1.00129. Hence, the degree of enrichment that can
be achieved in a single diffusion stage is very small. Large
cascades of separative stages connected in series are needed to
achieve practical enrichments. For example, about 1200 stages

I are required to produce reactor-grade uranium enriched to less
than 4 weight percent 235u (see Figure 3.2). For 9055
enrichment, about 3000 stages are needed.

I The critical component of diffusion technology is the diffusion
barrier. Permeable barriers are required with a very small

I pore size (less than 5x10"^ m) that can withstand high
temperatures, high pressures and the corrosive environment of
the process over long periods of time. The method of
manufacture of these barriers is difficult, and is a closely
guarded secret.

In a commercial plant, literally square kilometers of barrier

I surface are required, serviced by a large number of
compressors, converter shells and heat exchangers. This leads
to massive capital expenditures for the gaseous diffusion plant

I
(about $3.2 billion in 1976, Canadian dollars for a 10 million
SWU/year plant)(fi). The power requirements of the gaseous
diffusion process are very significant (about 2.4 MWh/SWU in
present plants, perhaps decreasing to 2.1 MWh/SWU in future

I facilities) . Hence, there is also a major capital investment
required for the power plant associated with the enrichment
facility (About $2.1 billion, for a 10 million SWU/a plant

( assuming the power source is a CANDU nuclear power station)(6).
The preceeding factors lead to a major "economy-of-scale"
effect on the SWU cost. The minimum economic plant size is in
the neighbourhood of 10 million SWU/year.

Gaseous diffusion plants are in operation in the United States,
Great Britain, France, the Soviet Union and China. Some of
these plants are dedicated to military use and only the U.S., a
French-based international consortium, and the U.S.S.R. offer
commercial enrichment services.

Until recently, virtually all of the free-world's commercial
enrichment needs have been supplied by three gaseous diffusion
plants operated by the U.S. Department of Energy. The present
capacity of these plants is approximately 17 million SWU/year,
to be increased to 28 million SWU/year through expansion of

- 12 -



existing facilities, as well as implementation of technological
improvements (CIP/CUP programs presently in progress).

A major addition to the world's commercial enrichment capacity
is being installed in France. The plant is owned by an
international organization "Eurodif" (participants France,
Italy, Belgium, Spain and Iran) and it began commercial
operation in 1979. Upon completion in the 1980's, this
diffusion plant will have a capacity of approximately
11 million SWU/year. A follow-up diffusion plant is planned
using the same technology, sponsored by an international group
"Cogema". This latter plant is to produce approximately 5
million SWU/year starting in the mid-1980's. It is planned
that it will reach its full design capacity of 10 million
SWU/year in the 1990's.

The Russian plans with respect to diffusion technology are not
published. The Soviet Union is expected to provide between 2
and 3 million SWU/year to tlie world market using their present
facilities.

The use of gaseous diffusion technology does not result in
significant proliferation concerns. All separative stages are
already connected in series (see Figure 3.1) and any recycling
of product for the purpose of obtaining highly enriched uranium
would require long delays and pose serious criticality
problems. For example, it takes about 25 days to achieve
equilibrium for a 3% enrichment process, but more than 10
months for a 90JS enrichment process.

3.2 The Gas Centrifuge Process(1>7'8,9,10,11)

In this process, a pressure gradient is established in a
flowing UFg gas using a centrifugal field. The lighter
component of the gas (235UF^) concentrates near the low
pressure portion of the fluid (ie. near the centre axis of the
machine). A flow of gas is induced within the centrifuge and
the "enriched" and "depleted" streams are skimmed off. The
centrifugal machine, in which the separation occurs, is
schematically illustrated in Figure 3.3.

The separative capacity of the gas centrifuge is a function of
the fourth power of the peripheral velocity, the machine
length, and the square of the difference in the molecular
weights of the gaseous isotopes. The peripheral speed is
limited by the bursting strength of the material of the rotor
wall. A long rotor of small diameter is relatively flexible
and is subject to a series of resonant mechanical vibration
frequencies, while accelerating to high peripheral velocities.
Unless provided with special damping bearings, the machine
would destroy itself while passing through one of these
resonant speeds. The early centrifuges were designed to keep
below the first resonant frequency. As a result, they were
comparatively short and had relatively low separative capacity.
Improvements in the machine design, and hence the separative

- 13 -
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• capacity, can be anticipated as a result of the ongoing

research and development. Separation factors ranging from

1 1.025 to 1.030 are expected from the commercial centrifuge
machines (ie. nearly 10 times the diffusion separation factor).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I

The main advantage of the gas centrifuge technology is the
significantly lower energy consumption. The specific power
requirements are reported to be in the range from H% to 1055 of
those for gaseous diffusion.

The capital costs (in $/SWU) are likely to be significantly
higher than the corresponding costs of the gaseous diffusion
plant, at least for the early commercial facilities. Even at
maturity, the specific capital costs of buildings and equipment
are expected to remain somewhat above those of gaseous
diffusion.

The operating costs (excluding energy) are uncertain at the
present time, but they are expected to become quite a
substantial portion of the unit product cost. Their
significance will depend on machine efficiency, reliability and
lifetime. Shorter machines (such as the 1 to 2 metre long
machines being developed in Europe) place emphasis on
reliability and a long life. Longer machines (such as the 3 to
10 metre long machines being developed in the U.S.A. and Japan)
count on the increased efficiency to compensate for any
reductions in reliability and/or lifetime. With the data
available, it is impossible for us to assess the relative
merits of these two approaches.

Gas centrifuging is the most advanced of the technologies
competing with gaseous diffusion. Two European pilot plants,
with a combined capacity of 400,000 SWU/year, are now in
operation. Some process lines have accumulated up to 10 years
of successful machine operation, with a very low failure ra-i-e.
These plants are owned by an international organization
"URENCO" (participants U.K., Holland, West Germany). An
expansion of these pilot plants to a combined capacity of 2
million SWU/year, to be completed in the early-1980's, has been
announced. Further expansion of URENCO, to a capacity of about
10 million SWU/year in the late-1980's, is envisaged.

Small pilot facilities are also operating in the United States
(about 50,000 SWU/year) and Japan (about 20,000 SWU/year). The
U.S. has announced plans for building a commercial centrifuge
enrichment plant, with about 9 million SWU/year capacity, to be
fully operational in 1988. Japan is planning a large pilot
plant for the early-1980's, perhaps to be followed by a
commercial plant with a capacity between 6 and 10 million
SWU/year in the late-1980's. This latter plant is likely to be
a joint venture with Australia or other participants.

The gas centrifuge technology raises some serious concerns with
respect to proliferation of weapons-grade nuclear materials.
The centrifugal cascade has a number of machines operating in

- 14 -



parallel (see Figure 3.3) and it could be relatively easy to
reconnect the machines into separative stages in series. A
plant designed for production of reactor-grade enrichment could
be modified to produce 90% enriched material within a few days.

3.3 The Becker Separation Nozzle Process(1>7'12>13)

This process is based on the same principle as the gas
centrifuge/ but the separating centrifugal forces are generated
by the deflection of a high speed jet of gaseous UFg mixed with
a light auxiliary gas. Following the deflection, the flow is
split into "lighter" and "heavier" fractions by means of a
skimmer. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic sketch of the Becker
separation nozzle.

The separation nozzle process avoids problems associated with
the,fine-pored membrane required for the gaseous diffusion
process, or those associated with the high speed rotating parts
of gas centrifuge. However, the process is energy intensive,
primarily because large quantities of light gas must be
recompressed between stages along with the UFg gas. The power
requirements of this process are currently estimated to be
about 1.3 times higher than those for gaseous diffusion.
Substantial improvements in power consumption are possible.

The overall economics of this aerodynamic process are
comparable to gaseous diffusion, especially in areas where
inexpensive electricity is available. Lower capital
expenditures compensate for the higher power consumption. The
operating cost (other than energy) should be very small in
terms of the unit product cost.

The proliferation concerns are much less pronounced than for
the gas centrifuge. The individual separative stages are
already arranged in series, hence, changes in the connections
cannot be made. Nevertheless, a possibility of obtaining
highly enriched uranium may exist, by means of a multiple
recycle of the product stream. The elapsed times to
equilibrium are shorter than in the case of gaseous diffusion
and the only limitation is the risk of criticality in the
enrichment facility.

3.4 The South African Helikon Processd/3,14)

This aerodynamic process is described by the developers as a
"high-performance, stationary-walled, centrifuge" using UFg
in-hydrogen as the process fluid. The process is characterized
by a high separation factor over the element, namely from 1.025
to 1.030, depending on economic considerations. This is nearly
10 times the diffusion separation factor and about the same as
that of the gas centrifuge. The process is reported to have a
high degree of assymetry with respect to UFg flow in the
enriched and depleted streams, which emerge at different
pressures. No further details are available in the open
literature. It is speculated that the principle of the process
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is similar to the gas centrifuge. However, the centrifugal
field is generated by rotating the gas flow rather than
rotating the machine. Higher friction losses and the need for
dilution with a light auxiliary gas result in higher energy
consumption, in comparison to the gas centrifuge.

To deal with the different pressure ratios between feed,
depleted, and enriched streams, a new cascade technique has
been developed, called the "helikon" technique. It is based on
the principle thac an axial flow compressor can simultaneously
transmit several streams of different isotopic composition
without there being any significant mixing between them.

This South African process should, therefore, be regarded as a
combination of the aerodynamic separation element and the
"helikon" cascade technique, which makes it possible to fully
utilize the high separation factor available.

The process is characterized by a very low uranium inventory,
which results in a short cascade equilibrium time, of the order
of 16 hours for a commercial plant enriching uranium to
3% 235

The specific eneryy requirements of the present prototype
equipment are somewhat lower than that for gaseous diffusion,
perhaps in the range between 2.0 and 2.3 MWh/SWU. Further
improvements in energy consumptions are anticipated. The
capital costs are expected to be comparable to those of gaseous
diffusion. No information is available on the operating costs.

A pilot plant of unknown capacity is operating in South Africa.
Plans for a commercial facility, with a capacity of about 5
million SWU/year, are well advanced. This plant may become
operational in the mid-1980's.

We are not in a position to accurately assess the proliferation
risk of this process. Considering the high separative

I efficiency, and the low cascade equilibrium time, the process
may be one that could readily be used for production of
weapons-grade material.

3.5 Photo-excitation (Laser) Methods('1*2,3,15,16,17)

The development of high-intensity, narrow-frequency, tunable
lasers has raised the possibility of nearly complete isotopic
separation in a single step. Active research and development
programs in laser-enrichment technology are being pursued by
the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R., Israel, ranee and possibly other
countries. Two laser-based separation processes are emerging,
viz:

|
(a) viie "Atomic Process" in which a collimated beam of uranium

vapour is irradiated by two or more lasers with different
wavelengths in the visible region of the spectrum, and an

• additional laser in the infra-red spectrum. The visible

I



illumination selectively brings 235u atoms to an excited
level just below their ionization potential; the infra-red
laser provides the energy to ionize these excited atoms.
The ions are then collec"^d on cold, charged plates.

The major limiting factor in the above process is the
density of atoms in the vapour beam. There is an upper
limit on the density and, therefore, on the rate of
production of enriched uranium (because of the transfer of
excitation energy and ionic charge to other atoms). Other
technical difficulties in the development of the process
involve the corrosiveness of uranium vapour, the potential
for self-lasing of uranium vapour, the thermal ionization
of 2 3 8U, and the development of appropriate lasers.

(b) The "Molecular Process" utilizes UFg as the process gas.
The UF6 is dynamically cooled to a temperature such that
the selective absorption of infra-red light by 235UFs
molecules can be achieved. More-or-less simultaneously,
the excited 235UFg molecules are dissociated by
considerable energy from an appropriate ultra-violet
laser, producing solid particles of 235^?,. an<j fluorine.
The solids are then removed from the gas stream.

Some formidable technical difficulties must be overcome
before this molecular method can become a feasible
production process. The problem areas involve the
resonant-vibration-energy exchange between 235u an(j 238u,
the recombination of dissociated molecules, the
development of an infra-red, high-powered laser with a
very fine spectral definition, and the rapid separation of
the dissociated product from the tail stream.

The present state-of-the-art of laser enrichment technology
cannot be assessed by us, since all the R&D work in this area
is a closely guarded secret. It appears that the U.S. may be
in a position to build a small pilot facility within a few
years. This tends to indicate that significant progress is
being achieved in solving the technical problems.

The potential advantages of the laser-based enrichment
technology include high separative efficiency and low
consumption of energy. The unit cost of separative work could
be reduced significantly, if the development is successful.
The capital costs are very high at the present time, but they
are expected to decrease with the ongoing R&D effort. Economic
competitiveness with gaseous diffusion could be reached in the
1990's and a reasonably mature industrial process could be
available following the turn of the century.

Laser enrichment raises some serious proliferation concerns.
The small dimensions of equipment and the very high enrichment
factors could make it a very dangerous process from the
standpoint of dissemination of the highly enriched material
throughout the world. On the other hand, certain operating
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characteristics may reduce the proliferation risk (due to the
high technology involved).

3.6 Chemical Exchange Methods (1'2 '3)

Several processes are under investigation in France, the United
States and Japan. These processes usually involve exchange
between phases containing uranium with different valences. No
details are available in the open literature.

The isotope exchange itself requires little energy. However,
appreciable energy consumption arises from handling, mixing and
heating of fluid phases and refluxes. Furthermore, these
processes are often handicaped by a substantial in-process
inventory of uranium.

The economics of chemical-exchange enrichment processes are not
discussed in the open literature. It appears that several
processes are being developed on a laboratory scale that could
be competitive with gaseous diffusion and the gas centrifuge.
France is attempting to organize an international group that
would build and operate a pilot plant using this technology.
This pilot facility, if built, may come on line in the 1980's.

The main attractiveness of the chemical exchange enrichment
process is its low proliferation risk. If a plant is designed
for 355 enrichment, large columns are employed that would make
it virtually impossible to produce a weapons-grade material.
Criticality problems and the equilibrium times necessary to
obtain a 9035 enrichment would be prohibitive in this plant
(equilibrium time for 9035 enrichment may range from 3 to 30
years).

3.7 Aerodynamic Methods(1'2'3'7*

The two aerodynamic processes discussed in Sections 3.3
(separation nozzle) and 3.t (stationary walled centrifuge) are
well advanced in terms of industrial application. Other
aerodynamic methods which are being studied on a laboratory
scale include: the vortex tube, the separation probe, the
crossed beams, the velocity slip and the jet membrane. None of
these appear to have the promise of the two established
aerodynamic processes with, perhaps, the exception of the jet
membrane method. This latter method involves the penetration
of a stream of UF6 gas into an expanding,iet of easily
compressible carrier gas. The lighter 2:i5UF6 penetrates the
jet more easily. A concentric tube placed in the jet separates
enriched and depleted fractions of flow.

No plans have been forwarded to build any pilot plant
facilities using any of the alternate aerodynamic methods.
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3.8 Plasma Based Separation Methods

( Several processes have been suggested involving the rotating
ni^fima nnnppn^. and nhpmi-i nni »atinn. The first rnnrenh dnp
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plasma concept, and chemi-ionization. The first concept does
not appear to be attractive on the basis of process economics.
The second concept involves the achievement of UFg plasma by
chemi-ionization. UF6 molecules are accelerated by expansion,
with an inert carrier gas, through a supersonic jet. A cross
beam of alkali metal molecules results in the formation of UF5
anions. A radio-frequency, quadrupole, mass filter deflects
the 238UFg o u t of t h e p i a s m a beam.

The development of the plasma based enrichment processes is at
too early a stage to assess their potential for industrial
application.
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TABLE 3.1

OVERVIEW OF URANIUM ENRICHMENT TECHNOLOGY

COMMERCIAL TECHNOLOGY

Gaseous Diffusion

CURRENT SEPARATION TECHNOLOGIES

Gas Centrifuge
Aerodynamic: Becker Separation Nozzle
Aerodynamic: Sputh African Helikon Process

DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGIES

Photo-excitation (laser): Atomic
Photo-excitation (laser): Molecular
Chemical Exchange Methods
Alternate Aerodynamic Methods
Plasma Based Processes

DISCARDED TECHNOLOGIES

Thermal Diffusion *
Electromagnetic Separation (Calutron Process)**

**

A large scale, liquid-phase, thermal-diffusion plant was
constructed in 1945 by the Manhattan Project. This plant
produced slightly enriched uranium (O.86J5 23%) #
Compared to gaseous diffusion, the energy requirements are
about 200 times greater.

The electromagnetic or calutron methods were used during
the Manthattan Project to produce highly enriched uranium.
The process was discarded shortly after the more
economical gaseous diffusion plant began operation.
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TABLE 3.2

OVERVIEW OF PROCESS ECONOMICS*

Gaseous Diffusion

Gas Centrifuge

Separation Nozzle

Stationary Walled Centrifuge

Laser: Atomic Process

Laser: Molecular Process

Chemical Exchange

Other Aerodynamic Process

Plasma: Chemi-ionization

Plasma Ion Enrichment

Specific
Capital
Investment

Reference

+

+

Power
Cost

Reference

i

+

Operating
Cost

(excl. power)

Reference

?

•+
•

+

•see Section 5 for additional details of economic parameters greater than reference

less than reference

about equal to reference
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FIGURE 3.3
GAS CENTRIFUGE
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4. SUPPLY AND DEMAND

I Rapid developments in isotope separation technology (see
Section 3), and uncertainties in the world's future level of
installed nuclear capacity/ make it very difficult to forecast

(
the supply/demand situation for the uranium enrichment
industry. Only the next decade or so can be foreseen with some
degree of confidence; any long term outlook will contain a
significant element of speculation.

I 4.1 Near Term Forecasts

( Supply and demand estimates for the western world are shown in
Figure 4.1 C * 2 ) . it appears that a separative work oversupply
is developing that could last for much of the next decade.

I The imbalance between demand and supply arises from the
• following factors:

(a) Forecasts of the world's installed nuclear capacity have
been reduced considerably in the past few years, as
illustrated in Figure 4.2 (3). Due to the long lead times
required for an enrichment facility, the expansion plans
were formulated based on the earlier high forecasts.

|

(b) European countries, Japan, South Africa and Brazil are
aggressively developing their own enrichment capabilities,
in response to the restrictive nuclear policies of the
United States. The primary incentive for these countries
appears to be security of fuel supply.

It should be emphasized that the "planned" supply curve shown
in Figure 4.1 is an upper limit on the world's production
capability. Some of these "planned" projects may be deferred
to the 1990's or even cancelled, depending primarily on future
nuclear capacity growth. The facilities falling in the
"existing or announced" category are either existing, or are
under construction, or have already received the necessary
financial and political approvals. Minor delays may still

I occur even in this category. However, these delays should not
be longer than a few years.

( On the demand side, the downward trend in the forecasts of
installed nuclear capacity may still continue, although any
future reductions should become smaller than those experienced
in the recent past. This is because the gap is narrowing

I between the "planned" and the "firm" forecasts, as shown in
I Figure 4.2. Furthermore, the specific separative work demand

for existing nuclear reactors is bound to increase with time.

I The rising price of mined uranium tends to lower the
economically-optimum tails assay from enrichment plants, and
thus increases the separative work content of the enriched

I product* The optimum level of tails is already at, or below,
0.2* 23:>U at today's uranium prices (see Appendix B) . Until
very recently, enrichment plants were still operating at

I
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the operating tails is likely in the near future, and the tails

235
0.25% u tails in order to meet the demand. A lowering of

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

assays will remain low, at least through the 1980"s (4) .

Table 4.1 lists all the uranium enrichment facilities available
or planned in the western world (including the sale of
separative work by the Soviet Union) and indicates the
production schedule of these facilities d-.

The world trend in the evolution of uranium enrichment
technology is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Gaseous diffusion
plants will provide the bulk of the world's separative work in
the next decade or so. However, competitive technologies can
make significant contributions from about the mid-1980's. Note
that a significant portion of the centrifuge and aerodynamic
capacity falls into the "planned" category. Hence, the
penetration rate of the competitive methods into the world
market shown in Figure 4.3 may be a bit optimistic.
Nevertheless, the alternate enrichment technologies are here to
stay and their share of the market is likely to increase
dramatically through the 1990's. No major additions to the
gaseous diffusion capacity are expected, beyond those shown in
Figure 4.3.

The dissemination of enrichment technology throughout the world
is illustrated in Figure 4.4. In the next decade or so, the
United States will retain its position as the world's largest
supplier of enrichment services. Western Europe, and
particularly the French-based international organizations
"Eurodif" and "Coredif", are quickly becoming a major alternate
source of supply. Other European countries are moving towards
a strong commercial position using centrifuge enrichment
technology. Commercial developments in the rest of the western
world are significantly less advanced. Japan and South Africa
are the only other countries with plans for commercial
enrichment capability, but the timing of these plans appears to
be quite uncertain.

4.2 Long Term Outlook

The long term outlook must deal with a number of economic,
political and technical factors that are interrelated in a
complex relationship as illustrated in Figure 4.5. No
forecaster can possibly predict all the pertinent influences on
a worldwide scale, especially since some political factors
(such as security-of-supply concerns) may be of dominant
importance to some countries.

The uranium enrichment industry is, in principle, a service
industry in a nuclear energy generation system. It is unlikely
that any major enrichment supply problems will develop that
will restrain the worldwide development of nuclear power.
Rather, the nuclear capacity growth trends will be reflected in
the expansion rates of the enrichment industry, perhaps with
some short-term imbalances.
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I The situation for the 1980's has been analysed in Section 4.1.

An oversupply of separative work appears to be imminent, with
I the U.S. Department of Energy and the French-based "Eurodif"
• being the major supply sources.

I The 1990's could see an active expansion of the uranium
enrichment industry, especially if the rate of new nuclear
reactor installations picks up as anticipated. Any "planned"

I projects from Table 4.1 that would have been delayed in the
1980"s are likely to be re-activated in the early 1990's.
Thereafter, additional separative capacity will be required,
the major share of which is likely to come from the gas

I centrifuge plants in the U.S.A., Europe and Japan. Significant
I enrichment capacities may also be expected to be developed

outside of the countries with current enrichment capability.

I ln particular, the major uranium producers may find the 1990's
an economically attractive time to enter the enrichment market,
perhaps in joint ventures with the established enrichment

I suppliers. Aerodynamic and/or chemical exchange technologies
should be available in the world market for developing
countries which may not have the need for, or access to, the
gas centrifuge. More advanced separation methods (ie. laser,

I plasma or other) could start to appear on an industrial scale
in the mid-to-late-1990's. A trend toward low tails assays
could be disturbed in the early-1990's (due to short term

I market imbalances expected for that period) but it should
resume by the late-1990's.

I The outlook beyond the turn of the century indicates a strong
penetration of laser separation methods, or other advanced
technologies, to meet any new capacity requirements and/or to
replace the aging gaseous diffusion plants. The gas centrifuge

I and aerodynamic methods are likely to reach full maturity
around the turn of the century. The anticipated evolutionary
trends in the enrichment technology are illustrated in
Figure 4.6. It should be pointed out that a declining share of
the market does not necessarily mean a declining installed
capacity, at least in the period of rapid capacity expansion.I

I
I
I
I
I
I

In the first quarter of the next century, the commercial
employment of plutonium-based fuel cycles can be expected.
They will generate significant amounts of nuclear energy
without the need for enrichment services. That is not to say
that an abrupt change will occur in the demand for separative
work. Rather, the capacity growth of the enrichment industry
could level-off or start a slow decline sometime towards the
end of this period.
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I TABLE 4.1

URANIUM ENRICHMENT SUPPLY IN THE WESTERN WORLD

Year

1978

1984

Nation
or Group

Technology
Type

Capacity
Increment

(million SWU/a) Present Status of Increment

World's
Cumulative

Capacity
(million SWU/a)

1977 USA Diffusion 15.4 Existing 15.4
UK-France Diffusion 0.8-1.0 Existing, but dedicated to 16.4

military use
USSR* Diffusion 0.8 Existing, actual total 17.2

capacity unknown
China Diffusion Unknown Existing, mostly military
URENCO Centrifuge 0.2 Existing 17.4
USA Centrifuge 0.05 Existing 17.45
S.Africa Helikon-Fixed Unknown Existing pilot plant or in

wall centrifuge process of coming on-line

USA

URENCO

Japan
USSR*

USA
URENCO
S. Africa
Coredif

Diffusion

Centrifuge

Centrifuge
Diffusion

3.3

0.2

0.02
0.2

From CIP/CUP plus added
power purchase

Facilities at Almelo & Capen-
hurst now in construction

Currently under construction

Diffusion
Centrifuge
Fixed wall centrifuge
Diffusion

20.75

20.95

20.97
21.17

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

USA
USSR*
URENCO
Eurodif

USA
URENCO
Eurodif
Japan
USSR*

USA
URENCO
Eurodif
USSR*

USA
URENCO
Eurodif
USSR*
Brazil

URENCO
Coredif

Diffusion
Diffusion
Centrifuge
Diffusion

Diffusion
Centrifuge
Diffusion
Centrifuge
Diffusion

Diffusion
Centrifuge
Diffusion
Diffusion

Diffusion
Centrifuge
Diffusion
Diffusion
Becker nozzle

Centrifuge
Diffusion

2.2
0.5
0.4
2.6

1.6
0.4
3.7
0.03
0.5

0.7
0.4
2.1
0.5

0.3
0.4
2.4
0.5
0.18

1.3
1.8

From CIP/CUP

Under construction

From CIP/CUP
Under construction
Under construction
Under construction

From CIP/CUP
Planned
Under construction

Incr. Power Implementing CUP
Planned
Under construction

Under construction

Planned
Planned

23.37
23.87
24.27
26.87

28.47
28.87
32.57
32.6
33.1

33.8
34.2
36.3
36.8

37.1
37.5
39.9
40.4
40.58

41.88
43.68

2.0 Incr. Power Implementing CUP 45.68
.3 Planned . 46.98
.6 Planned 48.58
.8 Planned 50.38

1985 USA
URENCO
S. Africa
Coredif
Japan

Diffusion
Centrifuge
Fixed wall centrifuge
Diffusion
Centrifuge

2.0 Incr. Power Implementing CUP 52.38
.4 Planned 53.78
.6 Planned 55.38
.8 Planned 57.18

6.0 Planned, but should be 63.18
considered conditional

1986

1987

1988

1989

USA
S. Africa
URENCO

USA
URENCO

USA

USA
Coredif

Centrifuge
Fixed wall centrifuge
Centrifuge

Centrifuge
Centrifuge

Centrifuge

Centrifuge
Diffusion

0.55
1.8
2.0

2.75
2.00

3.30

2.20
5.40

Announced
Planned
Planned

Announced
Planned

Announced

Announced
Planned, but should be

considered conditional

63.73
65.53
67.53

70.28
72.28

75.58

77.78
83.18

*For USSR, this is a schedule of growth in enrichment sales availability and not necessarily of capacity expansion.
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FIGURE 4.4
DISTRIBUTION OF ENRICHMENT FACILITIES IN THE WESTERN WORLD

(Extracted From Table 4.1)
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FIGURE 4.5
SOME OF THE ENRICHMENT SUPPLY/DEMAND CONSIDERATIONS
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FIGURE 4.6
EVOLUTION OF URANIUM ENRICHMENT TECHNOLOGY

(A SPECULATIVE LONG TERM OUTLOOK)
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5. COST

1 Uranium enrichment is a toll service provided to utilities or
fuel fabricators. The cost of this service is measured in
dollars per separative work unit ($/SWU) where the SWU is a

• measure of the isotopic separation effort involved.

In all the existing plants, the cost of a SWU is directly

I
related to the production costs. It can be described as
follows:

<t/arm _ capital charges + energy cost + operating costs ($/a)

I !p/OWU —
production (SWU/a)

where: capital charges = f(capital investment, interest rate,

amortization period)

energy cost = f(energy consumption, energy cost)

operating costs = f(labour, material, equipment and
miscellaneous expenditures)

I production = f(plant size and plant capacity factor)

The principal cost components are known with some degree of

( confidence only for gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge
processes. Estimates for a new commercial-size plant are
collected and evaluated in Appendix A. For other enrichment

( technologies, only qualitative comparisons are available, as
presented in the text of Section 3 and summarized in Table 3.1.

5.1 SWU Cost From Existing Plants

• Published forecasts of SWU prices are collected in Figure 5.1.
The short term "SWUCO" forecast 0 ) shows prices for all the

I major enrichment facilities in the western world. Market
considerations are included in this forecast. The long term
"STOLLER" forecast<2) deals with DOE facilities only. This is
a cost-based estimate that does not consider market
fluctuations. Furthermore, some economic assumptions used in
this latter estimate (eg. escalation rates, inflation, etc.)
are quite optimistic in comparison to recent Ontario Hydro

5.2 SWU Cost From Future Plants

Unit cost estimates for a future enrichment plant built on the
North American continent are collected in Figure 5.2.

•

"Conservative" and "optimistic" estimates are made that reflect
the range of uncertainty with respect to plant cost estimates
as well as general economic assumptions (see Appendix A for
details).
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I In the case of a diffusion plant, the cost of energy is the

largest single contributor to the overall cost of separative

I work (47* to 67JE) . A large uncertainty exists with respect to
this cost, because of the large local variations in the cost of
bulk power, as well as uncertain future escalation rates.

I Capital charges are also very significant in the diffusion
plant (36% to 4255) , even though favourable government financing
conditions have been used to derive the estimates. Operating
costs other than energy are relatively small (8% to 12%).

• In the case of a gas centrifuge plant, the energy cost is
virtually insignificant under all the economic conditions

I considered (3% to 9%) . The governing component of the unit
cost is the capital charge (61 % to 75% for favourable
government financing). Operating costs can also be substantial

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
\
I
I

(21 % to 30%) , because of the potentially high costs for
maintenance and replacement of centrifuges.

I
The best estimate of SWU cost from a new diffusion plant is
close to the "conservative" estimates of Figure 5.2 (say minus
10%, or 110 to 130 US$/SWU in 1978 dollars). Some opportunity
still exists to reduce these costs by increasing the plant size
(ie. the economy of scale effect, see Figure 5.3).

The best estimate of SWU cost from a new centrifuge plant is
30)5 to 40% above the "optimistic" estimate (ie. 70 to
80 US$/SWU in 1978 dollars), providing the cost of centrifuge
development is not charged to the unit cost of separative work
(consistent with current practices). This represents a unit
cost saving of about 35% as compared to gaseous diffusion.
Note that the size of the centrifuge plant is well past the
minimum economic plant size (see Figure 5.3). Hence, no
further economy-of-scale cost improvements can be expected.

The unit cost estimates in Figure 5.1 confirm that the gaseous
diffusion technology is not an attractive alternative for
future enrichment plants. It may remain competitive for some
time in the U.S.A. and France, which already have large
commercial plants served by dedicated power plants (ie. these
plants are partially cushioned from rapid energy cost
escalation). Additions to the existing plants are still being
made in the U.S.A., and are planned in France, because these
additions can be made with relatively small capital outlays
(the basic industrial superstructure is already established).
However, no other diffusion plants are contemplated anywhere in
the world.

5.3 SWU Cost Trend

Figure 5.4 is a compilation of all the cost data available to
this study. Unit costs are expressed in "constant 1978 US
dollars" (ie. dollars of 1978 purchasing value).

I The following observations can be made from Figure 5.4:

I
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o Urenco prices reflect the unfavourable economies-of-scale

I of their present small plants. An optimum plant capacity

will not be achieved until about the mid-1980's, by which
time the Urenco price should be quite competitive with

- that of DOE<4>.
o Stoller's estimates of SWU price from DOE are optimistic.

I
I
I

Large cost differences presently exist between the
individual enrichment suppliers. The DOE costs are the
lowest, probably because of the favourable
economy-of-scale (large plants), the low fixed capital
charges (old plants) and the low electricity cost.

DOE's enrichment costs are escalating more rapidly than
the costs of European suppliers. Reasons for this rapid
escalation are not immediately apparent. It may be due to
decreasing plant capacity factors (stacking demand through
1980's) combined with capital expenditures for CUP/CIP
programs and the rapid increases in the US cost of
electricity.

Eurodif prices (based on a new diffusion plant which
started operation in 1978) are in good agreement with the
unit cost estimate of Appendix A for the 1978 diffusion
plant.

On average, the SWU price is likely to continue rising in real
terms, at least for the next decade or two. This is because
the energy-intensive enrichment technologies will retain a
major share of the world's separative work production capacity
through the remainder of this century (see Figure 4.6). Energy
prices have been escalating rapidly in recent years and the
present trend can be expected to continue for some time to
come.

The SWU price rise (in constant dollars) could begin to level
I off in the 1990's, or at the latest by the turn of the century

The reasons for price moderations are twofold: the real cost
of electricity should stabilize (ie, the cost of electricity
should find it's new "true" value with respect to other
commodities); and gas centrifuge technology should reach an
industrial maturity, producing significant quantities of
separative work at competitive prices. Thereafter, a decline
in the real cost of SWU can be expected, due to an increased
use of advanced separation methods in the world's enrichment
market (see Figure 4.6).

1
1
A
I permit any quantitative analysis. Advanced separai

that are currently under development could "slash"
SWU to a fraction of its present valued'®'. On tl

I
I

Uncertainties in the long-term SWU price movement (ie.
following the turn of the century) are simply too large to
permit any quantitative analysis. Advanced separation methods

the cost of
present valuel°>°* . On the other

hand, there are practical and political limitations to the
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speed with which these new technologies can be implemented on a
large industrial scale.

A prudent approach is to assume only a gradual decrease of the
average SWU cost with time, as shown in Figure 5.5 (and by
dotted lines in Figure 5.4). These curves represent only minor
extrapolations from the unit costs achievable with the existing
gas centrifuge technology. The high boundary of unit cost
corresponds to a "depressed" enrichment market where the
development and industrialization of advanced enrichment
methods is slow and costly. The low boundary corresponds to an
"active" industry where new installations are frequent (ie.
high demand) and the penetration of advanced technologies is
fast (ie. significant centrifuge capacity in the 1980's,
commercial laser plants at the turn of the century). The
medium trend is the best estimate of future cost movement. It
assumes a steady evolution and implementation of advanced
separation methods, coupled with decreasing involvement by
governments in enrichment plant financing and operation (ie.
commercialization of the enrichment supply market).
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FIGURE5.1
RECENT FORECASTS OF SEPARATIVE WORK COST
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FIGURE 5.2
SWU COSTS FOR A NEW 9 MILLION SWU/a ENRICHMENT PLANT

(in US dollars of 1978 purchasing power)
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FIGURE 5.3
SWU COST VS PLANT SIZE

(normalized to give same costs at 3 x 106 SWU/a
for centrifuge & 9 x 106 SWU/a for diffusion)
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FIGURE 5.4
AVAILABLE UNIT COST DATA
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FIGURE 5.5
SWU COST TRENDS (a speculative long term outlook)
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I The Separative Work Unit is a measure of the work required to
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6. GLOSSARY

6.1 Separative Work Unit (SWU)

separate homogenous mixtures of isotopes into fractions of
different isotopic composition. The SWU is expressed in
kilogram units per kilogram of product.

The separative work is described in terms of material

1
quantities fed into, and withdrawn from, the process and the
isotopic composition of each of the material streams, viz:

T .
p VT P

where:

SWU/P = number of Separative Work Units per
kilogram of product (kgSWU/kgU)

T/P = quantity of tails (waste) per kilogram
of product (kgU/kgU)

F/P = quantity of feed per kilogram of
product (kgU/kgU)

$i = a function of isotopic composition
called the separative potential (dimensionless).

Variables in the preceeding equation are further defined in
terms of isotopic composition below:

T _ xp - XF
P XF - XT

F _ xp -
P* ~ XF -

= (2xi - 1) In

where x^ = atom fraction of 235u ^n prO(juct (xp) , tails
or feed (xp). Because of the small difference
between atomic weights of 235u ana; 238u, the
weight fractions can be used instead of atomic
fractions without introducing a significant
error.
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The following are a few examples of separative work and feed
requirements for production of 1 kilogram of enriched uranium.
These examples assume that the feed material is natural uranium
(xp == 0.711% 235u in total U) and the tails assay (xj) is 0.20%
2 3 SU in total U.

Enrichments SWU/P F/P
(%235u) (kg SWU/kg product) (kg nat U/kg product)

0. 53E

1
1% 0.535 1.761

3% 4.306 5.479
1 0 % 20.863 19.178
90% 227.341 175.734

I
6.2 Tails AssayThe Tails Assay described the isotopic composition of the waste
stream from an enrichment process. It is normally expressed in
weight percent of 235u in total U.

This is an operating variable specified by (or negotiated with)
the enrichment supplier. The supplier sets the tails assay
based on process arrangement, equipment capacities and average
composition of feed and products of all enrichment contracts,
so the overall unit cost is close the minimum.
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